
Chapter 3 

Methodology 

The methodology applied towards achieving the goals of the research is described 

comprehensively in this section. 

The Figure 3.1 shows a summary of the methodology in block diagram form. 
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Figure 3 .I: Summary of Methodology 

l h~.· major goal is to investigate the possibility of using predictions obtained from 

pwpagation models to create the database and come up with a best solution for 

location estimation with improved accuracy. This is accompanied by the comparison 

nt the performance of DCM algorithms using a predicted database and a measured 

dauhase and make use of a lesser number of field measurements to tune the 

pr~.'dictions in order to reduce the deviation between the measurements and the 

predictions. Hence, the research deals with both actual and predicted strengths. As 

illu-.;trated in Figure 3.L the performance offingerprinting method will be investigated 

f(\r three different environments, namely, urban, suburban and ruraL using predicted 

ti11~crprints as well as measured fingerprints. 

ill\ methodology involved in applying the techniques for a particular environment is 

ili~htrated in Figure 3.2. 
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Database Preparation 
(Predicted & Actual) 

- Section 3.1 -

... 
Analysis of Deviation 

between predictions and 
actual measurements 

- Section 3.2 -

• 
Evaluation of the Performance of " 

DCM for Predicted Fingerprints in 
comparison with the Measured 

Fingerprints 
- Section 3.3 -

~ 
Calibrating the 

Predictions 
- Section 3.4 -

Performance analysis after calibration 
and come up with a technique giving 

better performance 

Figure 3.2: Methodology for a selected environment 

rach step of the methodology in Figure 3.2 will be described comprehensively in the 

next sections. 

3.1 Database Preparation 

The database is the key element in any positioning technique based on fingerprinting. 

This reference database consists of location sensitive parameters observed by the 

mobile station at different locations together with the location coordinates. called 

fingerprints. RSS being selected as the location sensitive parameter. a fingerprint 

consists of the RSS values from all hearable cells at a location together with the cell 

10 and the GPS coordinates ofthat location. 
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This research involves two databases. namely Predicted Database and Measured 

Database. Fingerprints of predicted database are created using the signal strength 

predictions and that of the measured database are created using the field test trials. 

3.1.1 Predicted Database 

During the planning process of wireless networks, propagation predictions are 

computed for each base station within the whole range considering the type of the 

environment clutter information and topography in order to arfalyze the coverage and 

interference scenario. This research makes use of such a modeL called CRC-Predict 

propagation modeL described in Section 2.3.4. to obtain predictions. 

In addition to the specific features of CRC-Predict propagation modeL the fact that it 

is used in the Network Planning Tool available at a local service provider would 

enable obtaining predictions tuned to the local environment. 

.·1. lnterfacinl{ to the Planning Tool 

Even though, the planning tool available at the local mobile network readily provides 

the predictions for a given location, the challenge was to read those predictions to 

positioning application. The interfacing methodology applied for this task is illustrated 

in Figure 3.3. 

Grid TranslatorlPro for PlanetEV 

Read through 
---• Matlab 

Figure 3.3: Methodology for interfacing to planning tool 
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The steps of interfacing to planning tool can be describes as below. 

• Planning tool stores if s predictions in a grid file format which is specific to it. 

This grid file format is not compatible with the commonly used ASCII grid 

format. Therefore the Planning Tool specific grid files should be converted to 

ASCII grid tile format. 

• A Tool called '·Grid Translator Pro for PlanetEV" (From Geomatics Systems). 

which is an add-on running on Maplnfo Professionals. is used to convert planning 

tool grid tiles to GeotitT Format [50]. _. 

• Those Geotiff files are converted to ASCII grid files through GDAL (Geospatial 

Data Abstraction Library) Utilities [51]. 

• ASCII grid files are readable through Matlab 

Figure 3.4 shows a snapshot of Grid Translator Pro for PlanetEV tool used to perform 

the conversion from planning tool specific grid files to Geotiff tiles. 

',) 

Figure 3.4: Grid Translator Pro for PlanetEV 
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B. Fingerprint ('real ion 

The planning tool predicts the signal strength for the coverage area of the cell with a 

resolution of 5m in urban environment and that of 25m in suburban and rural 

environments. If the same resolution is used in this work. the database becomes 

unnecessarily large. Therefore the predictions along roads are used and this results in a 

predicted database with fingerprints along roads of the considered area. 

The predicted strengths from different cells correspond to a particular location are 

collectively stored together with the location coordinate. aj a fingerprint. The cell with 

the largest predicted strength in that collection is selected to be the serving cell. The 

information on serving cell is useful in location estimation process described 111 

3.3. 1 .The format for such a fingerprint database is shown in Figure 3.5. 

Figure 3.5: Format of the Fingerprint Database 
Cell IDs have been changed for the purpose of reporting 

3.1.2 Measured Database 

The measured database consists of the fingerprints collected along the roads within the 

area. 

A. Data Collection 

Drive tests are performed along the roads with a speed less than 20 km/h and the 

measurements are taken by a mobile measurement unit interfaced to a laptop PC. 

Simultaneously. the coordinates of the measurement locations are taken using ,a GPS 

receiver interfaced to the same laptop PC. The GSM module inside the mbbile 

' measurement unit is capable of measuring signal strengths from six surrounding base 

.,., 
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stations including serving cell and five neighboring cells. Then a single measurement 

consists of received signal strength from up to six bearable cells and the location 

coordinates. The average time taken for one measurement is 15 seconds. 

In addition. the measurements are performed in idle mode rather than in the active 

mode of the GSM module. This is to justify the error performance for the normal 

conditions as all the mobile stations are in idle state unless they are taking calls. 

receiYing calls or performing other activities such as browsing the internet video 

conferencing. which need the interaction with the network. 
/ 

B. Fingerprint Creation 

A possible method of creating fingerprints through drive tests is illustrated in [ 12]. 

\e\crtheless. the author has taken a different and more practical approach suits for the 

local context. 

In that. ten consecutive measurements along roads are taken to form a single 

fingerprint. Then. the fingerprint consists of the average Received Signal Strength of 

each cell appears in those ten measurements together with the median location 

coordinates corresponds to the ten locations. The cell having the largest average 

received signal strength is taken as the serving cell of the fingerprint. In addition a 

sliding window approach has been applied. as illustrated in Figure 3.6. in order to 

increase the fingerprint resolution. The last five measurements of the first fingerprint 

contribute to the first five measurements of the second fingerprint by increasing the 

fingerprint resolution by a factor of 2. 

L_ __ 

Measurement 

/ 
Test route 

tl!easurement: 
RSS of hearahle 

cells+ 
GPS coordinate 

Ave•ag;ueasu•ements 

~ 

fi - . 
Averaged RSS from 
each hcarahlc cell + 

Median GPS coordinate 

Figure 3.6: Methodology of fingerprint creation for measured database- Sliding Windm\ 
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3.2 Deviation Analysis 

hen though the planning tool predictions are tuned to the local environment, they still 

may differ from the actual measurements obtained in the same environment. Hence. 

one of the major activities of this research is to comprehensively analyze the deviation 

between predicted and actual measurements. This section describes the methodology 

used for that task. 

The deviation analysis can be divided in to two methods. 

I. Cell-wise analysis J 

II. Fingerprint-wise analysis 

3.2.1 Cell-wise Analysis 

The deviation is analyzed separately for each cell. This uses the measurements 

obtained at different locations within the coverage area of the cell and the predictions 

of the same locations. 

This is done according to the Equation (3.1 ). which computes the Root Mean Square 

Error for a cell. 

RMSEk = 
1 \I 

-"f)RSS~;1 - RSS'k.i )2 

Nk 1=\ 

(3 .1) 

\\here RMSEk - Mean Square Error of k111 cell 

RSSk1 -Measured Received Signal Strength ofk111 cell at i111 location 

RSS 'k 1 -Predicted Received Signal Strength of k111 cell at i111 position 

Nk -Total Number of test points for the k1
h cell 

I he RMSE per cell is calculated in two ways. which differ in the manner the values 

arc substituted. In first. the RSS values are substituted in dBm for Equation 3.1 and 

the RMSE value is computed in dB. The next method involves substituting the RSS 

\alues in mW. and computing RMSE in mW which is then converted to dBm by 

wking log. 
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3.2.2 Fingerprint-wise analysis 

Fingerprint-wise analysis includes calculating the root mean square error between the 

predicted and measured fingerprints at different locations, using the Equation (3.2) 

and(3.3). 

Where RMSE, 

RSSmean.J 

RS....,S., 'mean.t 

N 

3.3 Positioning Algorithm 

RMSE, = .. J[RSSme""'- RSS,mewu f (~_2) 

\ 

RSS/11'""' = :,LRS'Sd 
IY k~l 

(3 .3) 

" 
- Root Mean Square Error for i111 fingerprint 

- Mean value of the measured signal strength of all cells 

at i111 fingerprint 

- Mean value of the predicted signal strength of all the 

cells at i111 fingerprint, calculates similar to 3.3 

- Total number of cells per fingerprint 

!he basic steps of location estimation in fingerprinting methods are described in 

\,:~1!\lll 2.:2 . .2. The methodology applied for location estimation in this research is 

presented in this section. 

The positioning algorithm consists of two phases, namely fingerprint filtering and 

location estimation. 

3.3. 1 Fingerprint Filtering 

In order to reduce the burden encountered in correlation process, the number of 

database fingerprints to be correlated is limited using some filtering criteria. The idea 

of tiltering is to sort out the potential solutions for the location estimation problem. In 

particular. the use of serving cell information is much applicable since the serving cell 

dctines a probable area to locate the mobile station. In addition. Timing Advance 

pctrameter available in GSM networks [32] is another option. but the fact that the 
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correct timing advance value can be measured only in active mode. prevents it being 

applied in this research (as the measurements are taken in idle mode). 

A. :Vo1·e! Filtering Approach 

It was observed that the measured database with high resolution contains a 

considerable number of fingerprints having same serving cell. This leads to the 

selection of a far away fingerprint as the estimated location by removing the closer 

ones in the matching process. This scenario is illustrated in Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7: Far away estimation when filtering only by serving cell 
Original is in colour 

According to Figure 3. 7. there are several fingerprints having same serving cell as the 

location measurement. Among them. the DCM with minimum cost estimation has 

selected a far away fingerprint as estimated location. vvhen closer fingerprints exist. 

Therefore if those fingerprints are further filtered in order to select only the closest 

ones. then the estimation would be much accurate. 

Hence. an extension to filtering approach is proposed in this research. in which the 

fingerprints are first filtered based on the serving cell and a score is calculated for 

each filtered fingerprint using Equation 3.4 .After that, the first K-number of 

fingerprints having the highest score values are selected as the neighbors of the 

location to be estimated. 
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Score (i) = (Number o(matching cells in measurement & the Fingerprint) 

Max(Numher ofcells in Measurement,Numher o{cells in Fingerprint) (3.4) 

Where score(i) - Score of the i111 Fingerprint 

In Equation (3.4), the number of cells contributing to both fingerprint and the 

measurement is referred as matching cells. 

The novel method is based on the assumption that if the number of matching cells are 

higher. the closer the fingerprint to the location to be estimated. This can be proved 

taking the same example illustrated in Figure 3.7. 

In Figure 3. 7. there exist a considerable number of fingerprints which are within 200m 

from the actual location. The Table 3.1 shows the score values and the cost values 

calculated for some fingerprints. 

Table 3 .I: Score values and cost values of fingerprints 

FP ID # of matching cells Score Cost 

26 5 0.833333 335.3153 

27 5 0.833333 335.3667 

259 5 0.625 330.3193 

258 5 0.555556 330.5279 

263 '") 0.375 332.9468 .) 

213 4 0.363636 333.3909 

254 '") 0.333333 328.0078 .) 

33 2 0.285714 322. ;93' 

Without the novel filtering method. the algorithm selects the Fingerprint 33 as the 

estimated location as it has the lowest cost among all. When the number of matching 

cells is considered. Fingerprints 26. 27, 259 and 258 proved to be closer than 

Fingerprint 33. Among them, Fingerprint 26 & 27 has the highest score and the novel 

filtering method selects those two as the potential solutions. Amongst, the fingerprint 
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26 has the lowest cost and the location of that is selected to be the estimated location 

\\ ith novel approach. This result is shown in Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.8: Results using novel filtering approach 
Original is in colour 
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I knee. the novel filtering method has the ability of filtering outliers. This filtering 

method is tested with different K values for better performance. 

3.3.2 Location Estimation 

Location estimation phase includes finding the best solution out of potential solutions 

tiltcred in filtering process. This involves a correlation algorithm for fingerprint 

matching. As described in Section 2.2.2, several matching techniques are available in 

literature. This section describes the author's approaches in fingerprint matching. 

Till' correlation function used for this purpose is known as Cost Function. and the 

correlation co-efficient is known as the cost. Altogether five Cost Functions have been 

USL'd to come up with a best solution for each environment. Almost all the Cost 

r unctions are based on the signal distance between the database fingerprint and the 

111L'asurement taken at the location to be estimated. 

l!nally. the location of the database fingerprint giving a smallest distance from the 

lllL"Ctsurement is taken as the estimated location. 
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( 'ost Function-0 

I his is the simplest form ofthe Cost Functions, which considers only the cells present 

111 hoth fingerprint and the measurement. The function is defined in l·.q ~.5. 

d(k) = Iu; -g(k))2 
(3.5) 

\\here d(k) - Cost for k111 fingerprint 

f _ RSS of i111 hearable cell in the location to be estimated 

"' 
glk) - RSS ofthe same i111 cell in k1

h database fingerprint 

The summation is taken over the cells which are found in fingerprint 

and measurement both. 

1! ( ·ost Function -1 

I here exist situations where. some cells are hearable at the location to be estimated, 

hut are not appearing in the fingerprint and the cells which are significant in the 

fingerprint are insignificant at the location to be estimated. In such cases the signal 

~trengths of those cells can be added as a penalty for the cost calculated in I· 

giving a new Cost Function defined in Equation 3.6. 

d(k) = Ict:- g,(k))~ + z:.r~ + z:g,(k) (3.6) 
J 

\\here 

_ RSS of the /h hearable cell at location to be estimated which is not appearing 

111 the k111 database fingerprint 

gJkJ - RSS of the 1111 hearable cell in the database fingerprint which is not bearable 

;tt the location to be estimated 

I he second and third parts of the Equation are known as penalty terms. 

( 'ost Function -2 

t ost Function-2 is a derivative of Cost Function- I with a modified penalty term. In 

t ost Function -1. the RSS of a penalty cell is directly substituted as penalty. However, 

it is reasonable to think that a particular cell is not appearing in the fingerprint or the 

111easurement because the signal strength from that cell is extremely low at those 

l\1cations. Hence, those missing signal strengths in fingerprint or the measurement can 
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be replaced by the threshold level of the receiver as shown in Lquation 3.7. This form 

of the Cost Functions can be found in the literature as well [36]. 

d(k) = Icr,- g, Ck))
2 + IcJ, -l,J2 + Iu~~~-g 1(k))

2 
(3.7) 

Where lm -Receiver Threshold (usually -lOOdBm) 

D. ( 'ost Function-3 

Cost Function-3 is a modified version of Cost Function-0 by introducing the averaging 

of the cost over the number of matching cells in both fingerprint and the measurement 

and defined in Equation (3.8). 

\ I 

I c;;- g,(k))2 
!=I 

d(k) = N1 (3.8) 

Where: Nl -Number of cells present in both measurement and Fingerprint 

The significance ofthis Cost Function is described below. 

In signal strength matching scenario. it is reasonable to think that. if the number of 

matching cells for one fingerprint and the measurement is greater than that for another 

fingerprint and the measurement. then the former fingerprint is closer to the location 

to be estimated than the latter. Still, there is a possibility of selecting latter fingerprint 

as the estimated location when using Cost Function-0. This is 
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Figure 3.9: Significance of Cost Function-3 
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:\ccording to Figure 3.9. the number of matching cells in fingerprint 1 & the 

measurement is 4 and that in fingerprint 2 and measurement is 3. Hence it is 

reasonable to think that the fingerprint 1 is closer to the measurement location than 

fingerprint-2. However. the Cost Function -0 gives a lowest cost for fingerprint 2. 

selecting it to be the estimated location. When the newly defined Cost Function -3 is 

applied. it selects the fingerprint -2 as the best matching one, which is true according 

to above argument. 

F C 'ost Function--/ 
" 

lhe author proposes another Cost Function which is a derivative of Cost Function-2. 

A similar argument as applied in relation to Cost Function-3 can be used to describe 

the validity of Cost Function-4 as well. The resulting Cost Function is given in 

f quation 

\ I .\2 \'3 

L(I-x,(k))" L l I )1 I u/11- x,(k))l (, I - 111 

d (k) = t~l + ,~1 + /~1 

Nl N2 N3 
(3.9) 

Where N 1 -Number of cells present in both measurement and the fingerprint 

N2- Number of cells present in measurement but not in fingerprint 

N3- Number of cells present in Fingerprint but not in measurement 

In the location estimation process all these five Cost Functions have been applied 

together with two filtering methods described in Section 3.3.1. Figure 3.10 illustrates 

all the approaches taken in location estimation process to come up with a best solution 

using a measured database. 
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Positioning 
Algorithm 

~ 
~ ~ 
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~ ~ 

I ,ocation Estimation by Further filtering using Score 
Cost function 0 - 4 Function with Different K values 

(Score_K) 

Location Estimation by 
Cost function 0 - 4 

Figure 3.10: Different approaches of Positioning Algorithm 

·'A Calibration Process 

\ccording to the results shown in , it is evident that there exist a 

, 1 msiderable deviation between the predicted signal strength and actual signal 

'trength. Further, the results in Section 5.2 show that the performance of Database 

( 1J1Telation Method using a predicted database is inferior to that using a Measured 

I >atabase in all three environments, urban, suburban & rural. Hence the author's 

~ •hjective is to develop a technique that can be used to minimize the deviation between 

r neasured and predicted signal strengths such that the performance of DCM is 

t tnproved. 

1 he approach of correcting predicted signal strengths using a lesser number of 

1r1easured data is applied and this is referred to as Calibration throughout this thesis. 

I he approaches taken in designing a calibration technique are comprehensively 

,:JScussed in this section. 

I \\O approaches have been taken, namely, Neural Network based Approach and 

( urve Fitting based approach. These two approaches will be discussed in Section 

·. ·t.l & 3.4.2 respectively. 
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Calibration 
Approaches 

~ 
~ ~ 

Neural Network Curve Fitting 
based approach based approach 

Figure 3.11: Approaches for calibration , 

· urthermore. the author has identified two variants of calibration process called. Cell

' i:-;e Calibration and Fingerprint-wise Calibration. Cell-wise Calibration is defined as 

, \llTccting the predicted signal strengths of different cells separately. Here. a 

'c~libration technique based on neural networks or curve fitting is designed for each 

, L~ll separately. In contrast to that. Fingerprint-wise Calibration involves designing a 

:..:lobal calibration technique for a particular environment such that all the predicted 

: i ngerprints could be corrected together. The author has identified characteristics of 

'l'lth variants as listed in Table 3.:? and selected the one suitable in achieving goals. 

\ work similar to Fingerprint-wise calibration has been done [:I 7] to calibrate 

Jlrcdicted fingerprints using neural networks. in which all the fingerprints for the 

"L'kcted area are calibrated using a single neural network with 24 inputs and 22 

'1utputs. 24 inputs consist of 22 predicted RSS from 22 distinct cells within the 

"elected area and 2 location coordinates while 22 outputs correspond to the predicted 

1\SS of each cell in the input. This kind of a topology has several drawbacks in 

practical implementation. Since the number of inputs and outputs are higher it requires 

lllorc processing power in training the neural network for better approximation. In 

<tddition. if this is to be implemented in large. dynamic networks where the new cells 

c~re added frequently. the whole neural network should be re-trained for the entire area 

\\ tth the addition of new input and output. i.e. the topology of the neural network 

~hould be changed with the changes in network. In addition more work is needed in 

ltnding an optimum calibration technique. 
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Table 3.2: Characteristics of Cell-wise calibration and Fingerprint-wise calibration 

Cell-wise Calibration 

I· Predictions of each cell are 

calibrated separately I e 

I. If neural network techniques are 

used. the network topology IS I • 

simple 

Fingerprint-wise Calibration 

Predictions of all the cells are 

calibrated using a single technique 

The network topology is complex m 

using neural networks 

-' 

• Possibility of applying curve fitting j • The possibility of applying curve 

techniques is there fitting techniques is less 

' • The maintenance burden involved I • The work load involved in adding 

in adding new cells to the network 

is low 

1 • Possible to achieve higher 

accuracies as the predictions of each 

cell are optimized separately 

new cells to the network is high 

• Since the predictions of all cells are 

optimized together more sophisticated 

optimization techniques are needed 

for better optimization 

Despite the fact that cell-wise calibration involves calibrating the predictions of each 

cell separately. it requires a lower maintenance work in adding new cells to the 

network after deployment. In addition. it has the potential for higher accuracies as the 

predictions are optimized per cell. Furthermore, it provides a simple but optimum 

solution for calibration than Fingerprint-wise approach. Due to these reasons. Cell

vvise calibration is selected for calibration process of this research. 

The following sections describe the application of neural networks and ~urve fitting 
•:jl ... ·' for cell-wise calibration. 

3.4.1 Neural Network based Approach 

'?6: ·:~ ... 
\: ·~ .. ~. ~· 

--~. 

Neural Networks being universal approximators. makes them applicable for the 

calibration problem in this research as it also attempts to approximate a relationship 

between the predictions and actual signal strengths within the coverage range of a cell. 

The flexibility & the ability of dealing with uncertain data make the neural networks 
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more robust in function approximation. The applicability of neural networks in 

calibration problem is proved in the literature [3 7. 49] as well. 

A. Setwork Topology Design 

Designing the topology of the neural networks involves deciding on number of inputs. 

number of outputs. number of hidden layers. and number of neurons to be used 111 

each layer and transfer functions for each layer. 

The number of inputs and the outputs should be selected appropriately for the 

problem. It is needed to identify the varying parameters related to the problem. Goal 

of the cell-wise calibration is to minimize the deviation between predicted strength 

and actual strength. The signal strength differs from location to location and varies 

with the distance from transmitter. Therefore the parameters applicable for this 

scenario are predicted signal strength. location of the prediction. location of the 

transmitter and distance from the transmitter. The output is obviously the corrected 

signal strength. Apart from this. it is possible to vary the format of the input and the 

output. 

The number of hidden layers in neural network is related to the complexity of the 

network. More hidden layers provide better approximation to complex functions. It is 

said that a neural network with one hidden layer and appropriate number of hidden 

neurons is enough for most function approximations. Therefore, most of the 

topologies designed by the author consist of one hidden layer. In addition the number 

of neurons per layer is also an important parameter in neural network design. 

Increasing the number of neurons increases the number of weights to be trained. It is a 

fact that the number of training example should be five times greater than the number 

of weights and biases to be trained [ 48]. Hence. it should be careful when increasing 

the number of neurons as it may violate the previous rule. 

In that view. the author has come up with five different neural network topologies to 

be used in this work. Those are categorized as Multi-Layer Feed Forward Neural 

1\ietworks and are describe below. 

!. Simple Neural NeHvork-1 (simple _NNJ) 

This is a simple feed forward back propagation neural network with one hidden layer. 

fhe parameters for this are given below. 
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o One Input source 

[Predicted Strength: Loc _lat; Loc _lon; Cell_lat Cell_lon] 

o One hidden layer ( 10 neurons with arctangent transfer function) 

o One output (calibrated strength with linear transfer function) 

o Performance function - Regularized Mean Square error 

The input vector to this neural network consists of five inputs, including the predicted 

strength. latitude and longitude of the measurement location_,and latitude and longitude 

of the location of the cell. The output of the neural network is the calibrated strength 

at the given location. The performance function is selected to be the regularized mean 

square error as it helps to improve the generalization [ 4 7l The total number of 

\Veights to be adjusted is 60 in this neural network. 

2. Cel!JVeural ;Vel1t'ork-l (cell_NNJ) 

o One Input source 

[Predicted Strength; Loc _!at; Loc _lon] 

o One hidden layer (8 neurons with sigmoid transfer function) 

o One output (calibrated strength with linear transfer function) 

o Performance function- Regularized Mean Square error 

This neural network reduces the number of inputs to 3 by eliminating the location of 

the transmitter. One hidden layer with 8 neurons is used to get the calibrated strength 

as the output. It consists of 32 weights. 

3. Custom 1Veural Network-] (custom NNJ) 

The third topology is a custom topology, which deviates from the standard neural 

network structure [ 4 7]. It is a complex structure with following parameters. 

o Three Input sources 

Predicted Strength 

[Latitude of Location ; Latitude of cell location] 

[Longitude of Location ; Longitude of cell location] 
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o Five layers (3. 6. 6. 2. 3 neurons with arctangent sigmoid. sigmoid. 

sigmoid transfer functions and random bias values) 

o One output (calibrated strength with linear transfer function) 

o Performance function- Regularized Mean Square error 

The structure of the Custom neural network- I is shown in Figure J.l :2. The total 

number of weights and biases to be adjusted is 60 . 

.f.. Custom lv'eural Nenvork-2 (custom_NN2) 
_. 

This is a derivative of custom neural network-! with reduced number of inputs and 

layers. 

o One Input source 

[Predicted Strength; Loc _I at; Loc _Ion; Cell_lat; Cell_lon] 

o Two layers (5, 10 neurons with arctangent, arctangent transfer 

functions and -1 bias values) 

o One output (calibrated strength with linear transfer function) 

o Performance function- Regularized Mean Square error 

This consists of 80 weights and biases and the structure of the neural network is 

shown in l·igurc .3.13. 

5. Loss Neural Neflmrk-1 (LossNNJ) 

As mentioned earlier, the format of the input and the output of the neural network can 

be varied. As such, the LossNNl has been designed to output the error in signal 

strength loss in predictions and actual measurements. This is defined in hHwti,)n 3.1 O-

J:. 

Loss/ = Transmitted Puwer- Predicted Strength (dB) 

Loss2 =Transmitted Power- Actual Strength (dB 

(3.10) 

(3 .11) 

Error= Loss]-- Loss2 =Actualstrength-Predictedstrength (dB) (3.12) 

Then the calibrated strength can be derived from Equ:1tion 3.!3. 

Calibrated Strength =Predicted Strength + Error (3.13) 
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Chapter 3- Methodology 

The parameters for the neural network are shown below. 

o One Input source 

[Loc !at: Loc Ion] - -

o Output 

- [error in loss] 

o One hidden layer (5 neurons with sigmoid transfer function) 

o One output (error in loss with linear transfer function) 

o Performance function - Regularized Mean Square error 

The topology of the neural network is simple with the location coordinates being the 

tv,o inputs and the error in loss as the output. The network consists of 15 parameters 

that should be trained before applied in calibration. 

B. Training Neural Networks 

Adjusting the weights and the biases of the neural network is referred to as training. 

During the training, the weights and the biases of the network are iteratively adjusted 

to minimize the performance function of the network. The network is trained by 

introducing known inputs and the target outputs to the network. A sufficient number 

of training samples should be available in order to obtain better performance. In 

additions the training samples should represent the overall problem space in order to 

reduce the over fitting. 

Selecting a proper training algorithm is a key parameter in neural network training. 

Several training algorithms are available with different variants [ 4 7. :'2], but none of 

them has proven superior for all the problems. Hence. selecting a proper training 

algorithm is more over less a trial and error approach. 

During this work, the author uses five different types of training algorithms which are 

explained in Appendix B. Those are, 

, Gradient Descent Algorithm 

, Gradient Descent Algorithm with Momentum 

, BFGS Algorithm 

, Resilient Back propagation Algorithm 
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Chapter 3- Afethodology 

,- Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm 

These algorithms have different parameter to be adjusted appropriately for the 

problem. Hence. all the neural networks are trained with difTerent training algorithms 

hy varying their parameter until a better solution for the calibration problem is 

obtained. 

Furthermore. the sample data available for training are divided in to two sets. namely. 

training set and testing set. and the performance of the trained neural network is 

C\ aluated according to the mean square error computed for te§ting set. 

3.4.2 Curve Fitting based Approach 

Curve fitting provides means of finding a curve which matches a series of data points. 

It supports in finding a relationship between one dependent variable and several 

independent variables. The calibration problem in this research is also of same type. 

\\here the relationship between the predicted signal strength and the actual signal 

strength is approximated. Hence the curve fitting method is applicable for the problem 

being dealt with. 

Curve fitting is of two types. namely Parametric fitting & Non parametric fitting. 

Parametric fitting is based on a priori knowledge of a specific modeL which involves 

tinding co-efficient of the model. In contrast, the non parametric fitting does not 

assume any model and fits smooth curves through the available data points. The 

author uses parametric fitting for calibration during this research. 

Robust least squares fitting method provided in Matlab Curvefitting Toolbox is used 

with its two variants Least Absolute Residuals (LAR) & Bi-square weights [57]. The 

LAR scheme finds a curve that minimizes the absolute difference of the residuals 

(data - fit). rather than the squared differences. Therefore, extreme values have a 

lesser inf1uence on the fit. On the other hand, Bi-square weight scheme minimizes a 

weighted sum of squares of residuals. where the weight given to each data point 

depends on how far the point is from the fitted line. For most cases. the hi-square 

weight scheme is preferred over LAR because it simultaneously seeks to find a curve 

that fits the bulk of the data using the usual least squares approach, and it minimizes 

the effect of outliers. [57]. 
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Chapter 3- MethodoloA'Y 

I our models available in the Toolbox are used for fitting curves. They are: 

1. Polynomial - Degree 2 

Y = aX 2 +bX +c ............................ (3.14) 

2. Polynomial- Degree 3 

Y=aX 1 +bX 2 +cX+d ··························· (3.15) 

3. Exponential -1 

Y = a.exp(bX) .t ........ (3.16) ··············· .... 

4. Exponential- 2 

Y = a.exp(hX) + c.exp(dX) ........................... (3.17) 

· l'2llrl' 3.!-+ shows two different approaches for curve fitting. In each approach. curves 

:.1re fitted for Polynomial Degree-2. Polynomial Degree-3. Exponential -1 and 

~xponential -2. Then. the best fit curve for each cell is identified among those four 

curves using the Root Mean Square Error computed for the testing data set. 

I 

LAR fitting 
(Curvefit_A) 

Polyn~mial Polynomial 
(Degree-2) (Degree-3) 

Curve Fitting 
I 

~ 

Bi-square Weights fitting 

Ex potential 
(Degree- I) 

Polynomial 
(Degree-2) 

Exp±ential 
(Degree-2) 

Polynomial 
(Degree-3) 

(Curvefit_B) 

Exponential 
(Degree- I) 

Exponential 
(Degree-2) 

Figure 3.14: Curve fitting approaches 
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